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A new "Arab Spring" could bring
more refugees
In addition to energy prices, food prices have also risen since
Russia's attack on Ukraine. Russia and Ukraine are among the
largest grain exporters of the world. At least in Ukraine, farmers
are currently unlikely to be able to sow their crops. Moreover, it
is difficult to process exports via blocked port facilities there. Instead, Ukraine is threatened with hunger itself in remote and cutoff areas. The trade restrictions against Russia are also likely to
lead to a reduction in exports here.
In the MENA region new bread riots could loom
Many countries in the Middle East and North Africa are particularly dependent on food imports. The same applies to the Sahel.
Ukraine and Russia are important supplier countries for the region.
The supply situation is likely to deteriorate noticeably. Already
there are now reported protests by the population against rapid
price increases. The parallels to the Arab Spring, which began
in Tunisia in 2010, are unmistakable. Sharply rising prices for
basic foodstuffs mobilised the masses back then and toppled
despots. Hopes for more democratic societies were, of course,
often disappointed.
A shortfall in grain supplies from Russia and Ukraine is hitting an
already weakened regional economy. The World Bank estimates
that the population living in poverty in the region has grown to
189 million in 2021 (income less than US$5.50 per day). Rising
food prices and energy costs will further accentuate social risks.
Unrest and social destabilisation cannot be ruled out.

The price of
wheat has risen
by 20% since
the outbreak of
war

More refugees from MENA region possible
All this concerns us not only because we must never turn a blind
eye to humanitarian emergencies. Rather, Europe may also be
directly affected. Specifically, the number of refugees from the
region could swell again.
The civil war in Syria and the wave of refugees from 2015 onwards had their direct cause in a deteriorated supply situation
following climate-related crop failures. When political oppression
was joined by hunger, the Syrian powder keg exploded. This
could now be repeated elsewhere.
The graph opposite shows that Syria is one of the less populous
countries. If even a small part of the region's population were to
seek a better future in Europe, the influx could dwarf 2015. Europe's absorption and integration capacity would quickly reach
its political breaking point.
Europe should stand by North Africa
With all the necessary focus on helping Ukraine, we must not
overlook the second-round effects of the war. If the populations
of Europe's southern neighbours are not fed, this may undermine
the security situation in the region and trigger massive migration
movements. Our own political stability and economic outlook
could then be at risk.
For its own sake, Europe would be well advised to support the
neighbouring countries with financial and food aid. Looking the
other way is possible, but it could cost us all the more later.
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Supporting the
people in the
Middle East and
Africa is also in
our own interest

